GCE Ordinary Level in Sri Lanka

The Sri Lankan Ordinary Level (O-level) is a General Certificate of Education (GCE) qualification in Sri Lanka, conducted by the Department of Examinations of the Ministry of Education. It is based on the British Ordinary Level qualification. An O-level is a qualification of its own right, but more often taken in prerequisite for the more in-depth and academically rigorous Advanced Level exams. It is usually taken by students during the final two years of Senior secondary school (Grade 10 & 11 (usually ages 15-16)) or external (non-school) candidate. The exams are held in three mediums Sinhala, Tamil and English.

Charithree, Lasanthi, Isuri and Asha would be sitting for the General Certificate of Examination (Ordinary Level) at the end of this year (December), 2014. The above children have to get good results to get through to the General Certificate of Examination (Advanced Level).

Malki will be sitting for the General Certificate of Examination (Advanced Level) in August this year. All of them are hard working and studying till late at night and get up early morning to get through these examinations. The General Certificate of Examination (Advanced Level) is a very tough examination. It is entering to the University level and it is very competitive. We are planning to send Malki to follow an English Residential Course after the examination. We will give details in the future.

Father Lester

Messrs. Nel Beatrice

A new matron was appointed from 01st May, Mrs. Nel Beatrice. So far she is doing well. A dedicated hardworking person. Children are closed to her. A loving and caring mother to them.
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Travel to Sri Lanka
Anne-Marie and Gerard Lusseau, with four of their friends, went to Sri Lanka in late March, early April of this year. They went to the Orphanage Baduraliya. They went on a trip with the girls to GALLE and reserve YALA. This trip of the girls to YALA was funded by the LIONS’CLUB Montaigu (France). I thank them.

Trip to Yala Animal Sanctuary Report and photos made by girls

At the bus
We all were happy, laughed, sang songs, friendly, kept the unity, cracked jokes and enjoyed the trip. Way back home it was a memorable one seeing the surroundings at the highway which we have not travelled before. Thanks to Mr. Gerard and the group for giving us this opportunity to see and learn.
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CHARITHREE
at the hotel
This was the first time we got the opportunity in staying in a hotel. The hotel staffs were kind and nice and welcoming. We had delicious and varieties of food and a comfortable sleep.
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Yala trucks
We all travelled 3-4 hours journey inside the Yala sanctuary in the trucks comfortably. It was a wonderful experience. The way the seats were arranged in the trucks all could view the surroundings such as sceneries, streams various types of animals.

We managed to see live animals such as wild boars, peacocks, elephants, jungle cock, giant squirrels, rabbits, crocodiles, deer and their movements which we see in the pictures. We could take lots of photographs from the cameras given by Uncle Gerard. Thank you, Uncle Gerard. MALKI

Life Orphanage
Praveena Sudani Perera went back to her mother. She was insisting to go back to her parents for couple of months and her mother took her back.

PARRAINAGES SRI LANKA
L’association vous propose deux types de parrainage :


Parrainage individuel : participation au financement en suivant et correspondant avec l’une des filles du foyer : au moins deux correspondances par an en réponse aux lettres des filleules. Les lettres des filleules nous sont envoyées par courriel par le Père catholique (Père Lester) qui s’occupe de cet orphelinat ainsi que de 2 autres. Les lettres sont transmises par l’AMC aux parrains qui peuvent écrire par le même circuit. C’est l’anglais qui est utilisé pour cette correspondance.

Reçu fiscal : L’AMC est une association humanitaire et à ce titre les dons qui lui sont versés permettent aux donateurs de récupérer 66% du montant versé sur l’impôt sur le revenu.

Contacts pour vous inscrire comme parrain marraine :
Corine PETIT
02.51.08.08.17
cpetit@vm-materiaux.fr

Gérard LUSSEAU
02.40.75.88.26
gerard.lusseau@free.fr